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Breaking news...
International conspiracy
uncovered
Recent undercover investigations by the SAS Institute have revealed a
secret project launched by a consortium of astronomy manufacturers to
address the looming scourge of Starlink satellites.
Industry heavyweights including ZWO, Celestron and Skywatcher have
joined forces to develop a secret space-based laser to shoot down Starlink
satellites. To protect public safety, satellites will only be targeted over
empty ocean expanses, hence the secret code name, Operation StarPlink.
The Intelligence Division of the SAS Institute (SI6) understands that
operational testing has been successfully completed and the only
remaining challenge is the launching of the space laser into orbit.
However, it is also understood that the project has hit an insurmountable
obstacle in that the only company capable of launching the space laser is
SpaceX, the same people who launch the Starlink satellites.
Attempts to hoodwink SpaceX and disguise the space laser as a special
light emitting telescope were deemed far too dumb, even to fool Elon
Musk.
Recent intercepted intelligence regarding approaches to the Chinese
Space Agency to launch the space laser under the guise of being
specifically designed to shoot down Elon Musk’s Tesla Roadster are
looking far more promising.
Although, this entire project may be rendered useless with the impending
and far more cost-effective, release of a starlink filter function for
PixInsight.
By SAS Institute (2021),
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=97206656
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Presidential
Musings

The word from the top…
Hello everyone, it is me again. I am looking forward to catching up this
Saturday and enjoying the cooler nights and most importantly the clear
evening skies to which we have been recently treated!
The weather this coming Saturday is also looking good, so we will be
setting up some club scopes for viewing after the meeting. I encourage
you to bring your own equipment along and if you are having issues this
will be a good night to sort out your gear with help from other
members.
The meeting last month was one of the best I have ever attended. There
was great input from the membership in attendance and I encourage
this robust forum to continue.
That is all from me this month and I am looking forward to seeing a
huge turnout.
Let’s pack it out!! See you there.
Until then...

Get your gear out and point it up...
Regards Brendan Junge

Latest News: Michael Adams appointed as our new Grants
Coordinator. Michael has been a long time SAS member, joining in the
early nineties and served on the committee and as Secretary for 10 years
until 2018.
Michael was successful in obtaining the last grant the club received, so is
just the man for the job.
His vital statistics are …
EQ6-R, 12 inch newt, 8 inch newt, 2 80mm refractors, 6 inch refractor, 2
partridges and 1 pear tree.
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Believable
News

A re-energised planetary nebula
Located around 5,000 light-years away in the constellation of Cygnus (the Swan), Abell 78
is an unusual type of planetary nebula.

Did you know ?
One day on Venus is
longer than one year
on earth.
Venus has an axis
rotation that takes
243 Earth days to
complete.
Strangely, Venus
orbits the Sun in
even less time – 226
Earth Days.
This means that the
sun rises twice every
year, which is
technically in the
same day.
Since Venus rotates
clockwise, the sun
rises in the west and
sets in the east
After exhausting the nuclear fuel in their cores, stars with a mass of around 0.8 to eight
times the mass of our Sun collapse to form dense and hot white dwarf stars. As this
process occurs, the dying star will throw off its outer layers of material, forming an
elaborate cloud of gas and dust known as a planetary nebula.
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This phenomenon is not uncommon, and planetary nebulae are a popular focus for
astrophotographers because of their often beautiful and complex shapes. However, a few
like Abell 78 are the result of a so-called “born again” star.
Although the core of the star has stopped burning hydrogen and helium, a thermonuclear
runaway at its surface ejects material at high speeds. This ejecta shocks and sweeps up
the material of the old nebula, producing the filaments and irregular shell around the
central star seen in this image, which features data from Hubble’s Wide Field Camera
3 and the Panoramic Survey Telescope and Rapid Response System.

Astrophotography tutorial
A 53 minute video tutorial by the author of SharpCap, Dr Robin Glover. In this very
detailed tutorial, Dr Glover explains the differences between CCD and CMOS sensor
technology and provides helpful tips on exposure length, noise reduction, camera gain
and cooling

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3RH93UvP358

Text credit: European Space Agency (ESA)
Image credit: ESA/Hubble & NASA, M. Guerrero; Acknowledgment: Judy Schmidt

https://www.nasa.gov/image-feature/goddard/2021/hubble-captures-reenergized-planetary-nebula
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What the
James
Webb
Space
Telescope
has
planned…

Peering into a Galaxy's Dusty Core to Study an
Active Supermassive Black Hole
Researchers using NASA's upcoming James Webb Space Telescope will map and
model the core of nearby galaxy Centaurus A.
Centaurus A is a giant of a galaxy, but its appearances in telescope observations can
be deceiving. Dark dust lanes and young blue star clusters, which crisscross its
central region, are apparent in ultraviolet, visible, and near-infrared light, painting a
fairly subdued landscape. But by switching to X-ray and radio light views, a far more
raucous scene begins to unfold: From the core of the misshapen elliptical galaxy,
spectacular jets of material have erupted from its active supermassive black hole –
known as an active galactic nucleus – sending material into space well beyond the
galaxy's limits.

Centaurus A sports a warped central disk of gas and dust, which is evidence of a past
collision and merger with another galaxy. It also has an active galactic nucleus that
periodically emits jets. It is the fifth brightest galaxy in the sky and only about 13
million light-years away from Earth, making it an ideal target to study an active
galactic nucleus – a supermassive black hole emitting jets and winds – with NASA's
upcoming James Webb Space Telescope.
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What, precisely, is happening at its core to cause all this activity? Upcoming
observations led by Nora Lützgendorf and Macarena García Marín of the European
Space Agency using NASA's James Webb Space Telescope will allow researchers to
peer through its dusty core in high resolution for the first time to begin to answer
these questions.
"There's so much going on in Centaurus A," explains Lützgendorf. "The galaxy's gas,
disk, and stars all move under the influence of its central supermassive black hole.
Since the galaxy is so close to us, we'll be able to use Webb to create twodimensional maps to see how the gas and stars move in its central region, how they
are influenced by the jets from its active galactic nucleus, and ultimately better
characterize the mass of its black hole."
The team led by Lützgendorf and Marín will observe Centaurus A not only by taking
images with Webb, but by gathering data known as spectra, which spread out light
into its component wavelengths like a rainbow. Webb's spectra will reveal highresolution information about the temperatures, speeds, and compositions of the
material at the center of the galaxy.
In particular, Webb's Near Infrared Spectrograph (NIRSpec and Mid-Infrared
Instrument (MIRI) will provide the research team with a combination of data: an
image plus a spectrum from within each pixel of that image. This will allow the
researchers to build intricate 2D maps from the spectra that will help them identify
what's happening behind the veil of dust at the center – and analyze it from many
angles in depth.
Compare this style of modeling to the analysis of a garden. In the same way
botanists classify plants based on specific sets of features, these researchers will
classify spectra from Webb's MIRI to construct "gardens" or models. "If you take a
snapshot of a garden from a great distance away," Marín explained, "You will see
something green, but with Webb, we will be able to see individual leaves and
flowers, their stems, and maybe the soil underneath."
Credits: X-ray: NASA/CXC/SAO; optical: Rolf Olsen; infrared: NASA/JPL-Caltech; radio:
NRAO/AUI/NSF/Univ.Hertfordshire/M.Hardcastle
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Noeleen Lowndes is “Out of this world”
I was asked by Gold Coast Libraries if I would give some Astronomy and Space
presentations over the school holidays for there special ‘Out of this World’ space
event.
I told them that I would be delighted and set out to choose some exciting topics. We
had so much fun together and I’m sure the families will be all out discovering their
night sky. The GC library’s advertising team made up large display space rockets,
bookmarks and flyers for this wonderful event. (Please find below the libraries that I
visited with the topics)

~ Destination planet Mars ~
Runaway Bay Library
Tuesday, 6 April 2021, 3 – 3.45pm
Humans have been fascinated by the red planet Mars since the beginning of time,
right now many robotic spacecraft have landed and are orbiting the planet in
preparations for humans to visit, come and hear all about this amazing journey of
exploration to Mars.

~ Our Amazing Moon ~
Nerang Library
Tuesday, 13 April 2021, 3 – 3.45pm
The Moon is Earth's constant companion in the night sky that shows us different
phases night after night. The Moon also is the only celestial object in the solar
system where humans have walked upon its surface and now we are going back to
build a Moon base…Wow!

~ Starry Starry Night - How to learn the night sky ~
Elanora Library
Friday, 16 April 2021, 3 – 3.45pm
Have you ever wanted to learn the night sky? Noeleen will show you how easy it is
to find the constellations, planets and other beautiful celestial objects in the night
sky in your own garden and how to use binoculars or a telescope to explore the
heavens.
Presented by Noeleen Lowndes.
Suitable for children 7 - 12 years
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Noeleen Lowndes is a member of the Southern Astronomical Society on the Gold
Coast. She has been actively involved with astronomy and space education for over
25 years and is a member of NASA’s Saturn Observation Campaign.

Did you know ?
Jupiter’s Red Spot is
shrinking. This spot
on the planet is a
giant spinning storm
that used to be able
to fit in 3 Earths, can
now only fit in 1
Earth.
While the storm is
shrinking in width it
is getter longer.
One theory is that jet
streams on Jupiter
are changing
direction or location.
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Great work Noeleen – inspiring the next generation to consider a career
in STEM via your outreach work is a very positive contribution to the
community.
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Hubble spies colourful change of seasons on Saturn

Hubble
News

Earth isn't the only planet that experiences a changing of the seasons. The Hubble
Space Telescope has revealed the colorful transition from summer to fall in Saturn's
northern hemisphere -- a change years in the making.
Saturn, the sixth planet from the sun and the second largest in our solar system,
takes about 29 Earth years to complete one orbit around our star. That means that
each season on the ringed gas giant lasts more than seven Earth years.

Saturnine
Seasons

To the
lobsters in
the
restaurant
fish tank,
the sinking
of the
Titanic
must have
seemed like
a miracle.

Changes can be seen in Saturn's northern hemisphere as it transitions from summer
to fall. The Hubble Space Telescope captured these images in 2018, 2019 and 2020
(left to right).
Astronomers have tracked summertime on Saturn for the last few years, capturing
images of the planet's northern hemisphere in 2018, 2019 and 2020. Along the way,
they've seen changes within Saturn's turbulent atmosphere at the polar regions and
around the equator.
"These small year-to-year changes in Saturn's color bands are fascinating," said Amy
Simon, planetary scientist at NASA's Goddard Space Flight Center in Greenbelt,
Maryland, in a statement.
"What we found was a slight change from year-to-year in color, possibly cloud
height, and winds -- not surprising that the changes aren't huge, as we're only
looking at a small fraction of a Saturn year. We expect big changes on a seasonal
timescale, so this is showing the progression towards the next season."
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Simon is the lead author of a study published March 11 in the Planetary Science
Journal that describes these changes on Saturn.
From 2018 to 2020, Saturn's equator brightened between 5% and 10%, while winds
near the equator actually slowed from 1,000 miles per hour to about 800 miles per
hour.
Seasonal changes happen on Earth because of the way our planet is tilted in relation
to the sun, so different hemispheres of the planet receive varying amounts of
sunlight as we orbit the star. Saturn is also tilted, which means its seasonal changes,
and those atmospheric variations, could be driven by shifts in sunlight.
Saturn, which is nine times wider than our planet, is largely made of hydrogen and
helium and dotted with ammonia, methane and water vapor that create its yellow
color. Scientists suspect that the gas giant's core is rocky. Like Jupiter, storms as
large as our entire planet can appear deep inside Saturn's atmosphere.
Last year, Hubble's crystal clear view of Saturn showed traces of small storms
occurring within the planet's atmosphere.
These observations of changes on Saturn were made during Hubble's Outer Planets
Atmospheres Legacy program, known as OPAL. This program is used by scientists to
observe the outer planets in our solar system each year to watch how they change
over time.

Text credit: CNN https://edition.cnn.com/2021/03/26/world/saturn-seasons-hubblescn-trnd/index.html
Image credit: Hubble & NASA
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Stellar
imagery
from
members
Amazing images
from…
Mark Boothman

Centaurus A
180 sec exposures
Baader Sky and
Moon Glow Filter

Sombrero Galaxy
180 sec exposures
for 3 hours Baader
Sky and Moon
Glow Filter

What our members have been imaging
Mark Boothman
The recent clear conditions have allowed Mark to dust off his trusty Williams Optics
156 refractor and capture these great images.
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NGC6357
180 sec for 2 hours
Baader Sky and
Moon Glow Filter

Southern Pinwheel
Galaxy
180 sec exposures
for about 2 hours
Baader Sky and
Moon Glow Filter
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Cat’s Paw Nebula
180 sec exposures
for 2 hours
Optolong
L-Extreme Filter

Klaus Schlussler
Eta Carina
NGC 3372
44 120 sec
exposures
Second attempt
using NINA
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Maxine Cowey
(and daughter)
Waning Crescent
Moon over
Tambourine
An excellent shot
for a couple of
novices

Peter Marples
The man who takes
astro photos
during
the day

Nigel Hal
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Greg Bock
3 wide field images
that have been
heavily processed
deliberately to
show the faint
dark dust not
normally seen.
Canon 6D
Sigma 85mm F2.8
12 by 5 min

M45 - shows the Integrated Flux Nebula (IFN) that permeates our galaxy

Canon 6D
Sigma 85mm 3.5
27 by 5 min

Antares region shows the extremely dark and brown dust clouds left of the Blue Horsehead,
an area that is rarely displayed as it is overshadowed by its bright counterparts around Antares
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Canon 6D
Sigma 28mm F2.8
30 by 2 min
ISO 3200

Have you ever
wondered why
abbreviation is
such a long word
?

The LMC and SMC and the faint trails of gas and dust which are brightest part of the
Magellanic Stream, a gigantic formation of stars and gas connecting the two Magellanic
Clouds and the Milky Way and which extends for over 600K light years. Details
here https://www.facebook.com/jossie.donatiello/posts/3102842103122438

All images taken at Leyburn in 2019 and 2020
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Antares Origin transit
Richard Posener
WO Redcat51
250mm
Canon 70D
ISO 1600
4 by 40 secs

Wide field of the
Small Magellenic
Cloud

A very rare occurrence, available only to the select few that live in a light polluted
urban environment with a limited southerly view off a second floor balcony obstructed
by Origin Energy power lines.
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Klaus Schlussler

IC 2395 Star Cluster Vela supernova remnant – first NINA image 45 by 150
sec
Caleb Kam

I’m sure Caleb has a pocket Hubble at home.
All nebula shots were taken on an Esprit 100, EQ6R, QHY268M, Antlia
3.0nm Narrowband Filters (Ha/ [Oiii])

NGC 3372 Carina Nebula Ha:34x120”/ [Oiii] 22x120” - Total Integration Time: 1.89
hours
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Messier 8 Lagoon Nebula Ha: 45x180”/ [Oiii] 35x180” - Total Integration Time: 4 hours

NGC 2736 Pencil Nebula Ha 68x180”/ [Oiii] 50x180” - Total Integration Time: 5.9 hours
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IC 2944 Running Chicken Nebula Ha: 44x180/ [Oiii] 53x180” - Total Integration Time:
4.85 hours

NGC 3576 Statue of Liberty Ha 30x180”/ [Oiii] 114x180” - Total Integration Time:7.2
hours
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30 Doradus Tarantula Nebula Ha: 8x180”/ [Oiii] 8x180” – Total Integration Time: 48
minutes

Messier 83 (Southern Pinwheel Galaxy)
Skywatcher 200PDS, EQ6R, ZWO ASI294MC Pro
106x120” - Total Integration Time: 3.5 hours
To see Caleb’s images in their full gravity distoring size, check out his Flickr page…
https://flickr.com/photos/145430515@N08/albums/72157718972202922
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Russell Brown

60 Years in space
Earlier this month we celebrated another space-based anniversary – 60 years of
manned space flight. On 12th April, 1961, U.S.S.R. fighter pilot Yuri Gagarin was
strapped into the Vostok 3KA-3 (Vostok 1) capsule on top of Vostok-K, a three-stage
rocket, and launched from the Baikonur Cosmodrome in southern Khazakstan. At that
time half the Vostok test flights had ended in explosions. He became the first human
into space, with his flight completing one orbit of the Earth.
The flight was controlled by automatic systems and ground control. The pilot’s
controls were locked, because the medical staff were unsure how weightlessness
would affect Gagarin. He was given the code to unlock the controls in an emergency.
After a flight of 1 hour 48 minutes, at an altitude of 7kms the hatch of Vostok 1 was
released and Gagarin was ejected from the spacecraft. His parachute deployed, and
ten minutes later he landed in a field of a potato farm in Central Russia. The farmer
and her granddaughter were terrified of the orange figure with a big white helmet
approached them. He told them not to worry, that he was a Soviet citizen and needed
to make a phone call to Moscow.

Launch of Vostok 1, 12/4/61
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Ground trace of Gagarin’s complete orbit

Vostok 1 capsule

Yuri Gagarin in Vostok 1
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Yuri Gagarin in 1964

Many thanks to Russell Brown for commemorating this important milestone.

Images sourced from Wikipedia
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Selling off the old
gear to make way
for new gear

Bargain of the month
Meade 12inch ACF telescope with Moonlight focusser and Mini
controller for manual and computerise focus control. Plus dew shield,
small finder scope and bahtinov mask. On Losmandy dovetail
bar. Holds collimation well. Good condition. Asking $4100 or near
offer. Phone Glenn Burgess 0424 233 794 or
email glennb44c@hotmail.com
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Contact Glenn Burgess on 0424233794 or
email glennb44c@hotmail.com
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Rear View
Retro

Retro story
1952 Questar 3.5 inch

Items of
interest from
long, long ago,
in a galaxy far,
far away

Long before the days of online shopping, people would send coins or notes to the
supplier to have an annual catalogue mailed to them. Here’s a page out of the 1952
Questar catalogue.

Many telescopes have come and gone in the past half century, but the Questar 3.5 is
one that has stood the test of time. Largely unchanged in outward appearance since it
first appeared in the 1950s, the Questar epitomizes the amateur telescope as an art
form. The Questar 3.5 cost $795 back in 1952 when this ad appeared, which translates
to a staggering $5,679.
Specifications:
42 inch or 84 inch switchable focal length. Includes electric 6 inch sidereal clock
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Gift Voucher
Raffle
Raffle deferred until Covid19 restrictions are lifted

Astro Anarchy
Astro Anarchy have agreed to support the SAS $500 Gift
Voucher Raffle. The $5 tickets can only be purchased at
meetings.
100 tickets are available for purchase. Once they are sold the
winner will be drawn.
Astro Anarchy also offer discounts for financial SAS members
(another good reason to keep your membership valid and up to
date.)
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Sky Chart for Brisbane, April 2021

To get a specific chart for your location and time, go to… https://in-thesky.org/skymap2.php
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About the SAS

What we are about…

A brief history

The SAS was formed in 1986 to promote Amateur Astronomy.
The Society actively encourages Observational Astronomy,
Astrophotography, Telescope and Observatory Construction.
Many of our members specialize in one or more forms of
observing and have indeed become very proficient. Our
members have contributed data for lunar & planetary
observations, comet observations, variable star observations
and supernova searching. Some members enjoy building
telescopes, including the optics, observatories and ALL our
members have at some time or other enjoyed a good Astro
Camp!
Monthly Meetings - Currently, the Society will be meeting
once a month at Oxenford Pony Club, Charlies Crossing Park,
Upper Coomera. Anyone interested is invited to attend a
meeting to see what we do, or to join. Please contact us for
further information. All members and visitors are invited to
contribute items of interest at these meetings. The SAS
Calendar is available on the website.
Membership - The membership fee is $35 annually.
Membership cards are valid for 12 months from the date of
payment. Financial members enjoy the facilities of the SAS
website, SAS Library and telescope hire.
SAS Website The site is a great way to access information
about the upcoming meetings, SAS newsletters, ‘Event
Horizon’ (past and current), SAS outreach, SAS Library
information & book lists, Links & Resources, membership
information (fees etc.) and contacts as well as much more.
http://www.sas.org.au/
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Laser Pointers
If members own laser pointers
which they use for astronomy,
please see the SAS Secretary.
Hand held laser pointers with
an output of greater than 1
milliwatt are restricted items
and classed as weapons. Laser
pointers up to 20 milliwatts are
permitted for use by members
of ‘recognized astronomical
organisations’.

Library - The SAS library has a good selection of books
available as well some digital media. Members may borrow
items for a period of 2 months. The book list is available as a
pdf on the SAS website’s Library Tab.
Telescope hire - There are several telescopes available at a
nominal fee for members to hire. Hire fees include a
returnable deposit.
SAS Facebook Group - This is a great place to catch up on the
latest astronomy and space news and to share your photos
and ideas to the wider community as well as advertise items
for sale.

**PLEASE NOTE, SAS TAKES
NO RESPONSIBILITY FOR
MEMBERS
MIS-USING
LASER POINTERS

Field Nights - These observing nights are held occasionally
(weather permitting), giving members and visitors the
opportunity to view the night sky through telescopes.

Links for both Qld and NSW
legislation in relation to laser
pointers are listed here as well
as on the website.

Newsletter - 'Event Horizon' is published each month and is
available prior to the meeting dates. The newsletter is
emailed out via the SAS Mailing list (blind copy). All members
are encouraged to contribute articles along with their
astrophotography. Please contact us if you would like to be
on the email list. The newsletter is also available on the SAS
website and is posted to the SAS Facebook Page.

QLD Laser Laws
NSW Laser Laws
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2021 Calendar

SAS Events for 2021
2021

Meetings are generally
planned close to the
full moon

Meetings

Leyburn

January

Saturday 30th

15th to 17th

February

Saturday 27th

12th to 14th

March

Saturday 27th

12th to 14th

April

Saturday 24th

9th to 11th

May

Saturday 22nd

7th to 9th

June

Saturday 26th

11th to 13th

July

Saturday 24th

9th to 11th

August

Saturday 28th

6th to 8th

September

3rd to 5th

Committee Meeting:
5pm

Saturday 25th
AGM

October

Saturday 23rd

8th to 10th

General Meeting:
7:30pm

November

Saturday 20th

5th to 7th

December

Saturday 10th

3rd to 5th

Your long exposure
DSO images are going
to be washed out
anyway, but if you are
into lunar imaging then
bring your gear along
to the meetings
(visitors and potential
members just love
this).

Meeting Venue:
Oxenford Pony Club
Charlies Crossing Rd
Upper Coomera

2nd to 5th
Easter

InOMN Sat
16th

Christmas
Party
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How to get there
From the south…
• M1 Pacific
Motorway
• Take Exit 60
Movie World
• Follow Michigan
Dr
• Turn left at T
junction
• Turn right over
John Muntz
Bridge at
roundabout
• Turn left at
Charlies Crossing
Rd.
From the north…
• M1 Pacific
Motorway
• Take Exit 57
• Turn right into
Tambourine
Oxenford Rd
• Continue
through first 2
roundabouts
• Turn right over
John Muntz
Bridge at third
roundabout
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Society
Information
Postal Address:
PO Box 867
Beenleigh
Qld 4207
Meeting Venue:
Oxenford Pony Club
Charlies Crossing Rd
Upper Coomera
Committee Meeting: 5pm
General Meeting 7:30pm

The Fine Print
Event Horizon is emailed via blind carbon copy to protect
your email privacy. If you wish to be removed from the EH
mailing list, please send a request via the return email.
The Society’s web site and Event Horizon may contain images
of, or may identify members/friends attending Society and
non-Society events such as meetings, astro quiz, combined
society’s meetings, field nights, Layburn astro camps,
AstroFest etc. If you prefer to not be included in such
imagery, please notify the society in writing.
If members require a copy of the constitution, please contact
the Membership Officer by mail or at a future meeting.
Images presented in Event Horizon and on the SAS web site
are presented on good faith as the original work of the
person submitting them. The SAS and it’s members accept no
responsibility or liability whatsoever if the person submitting
them has used another person’s property without their
permission or consent.
Articles submitted by contributors are the copyright of the
contributor (unless otherwise specified) and comprise their
own technical and/or other information and are not
necessarily the opinion of SAS or it’s members.

President: Brendan Junge
brendan@inmotionfitness.com.au
Secretary: Bronwyn Smith
starlight4bronwyn@outlook.com
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SAS Dark Sky
Site
Site Details
Due to the current
COVID-19 restrictions,
please contact the
owners prior to any visit.
Leyburn is a 2.5 hour
drive inland from
Brisbane & Gold Coast
This a privately owned
property – our hosts are
Debbi & Mark Bolton who
live permanently onsite.

Leyburn Dark Sky Site
Next New Moon Weekend: Friday to Sunday, Friday 7th to
Sunday 9th May 2020
The Dark Sky site is for SAS members only.
*By entering the site you agree you do so at your own risk.
PROTOCOL:
· ACCESS: The property can only be accessed on new moon
weekends unless otherwise pre-arranged.
· TO BOOK IN, ring Debbi on 0428 248526 and for more
information about directions and any inquires that you
have about going out to the property .
· DAY & NIGHT ARRIVAL LOCK ALL GATES: dip lights at the gate
to main observing field - you will be greeted & guided to a
park
· CHECK IN with Mark & Debbi and introduce yourself & pay
your entry fees when you arrive. (This is for your safety and
the owners)
· COST : $10 contribution per adult per night or $15 for the
new Moon weekend to help with the cost of maintaining
the observing field.
(Please pay Debbi on arrival or place in honour tin,
which will be near the toilet)
ACCOMMODATION: BYO tent, caravan OR CABINS in town cost
$85 per room - book on 07 46950155
· WEATHER : very extreme compared to Brissy, VERY hot/cold come prepared
· KITCHEN VAN onsite with cooking gas, pots, pans, plates,
utensils
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· POWER: BYO Batteries – bring your own power!!
· DRINKING WATER: BYO
· LOO : YES flushing onsite - with loo paper
Other Information

· SHOP: 5km away - well stocked general store has hot
showers ($2) with great burgers, ice etc & local hotel with
great value meals. Shop open 7am - 7pm Mon - Fri, 8am 5pm Sunday. During drought conditions, the showers
may not be available.
· MOBILE PHONE: NEXT G works well (& internet) others
barely
· CAUTIONS: heat / cold, flies / mozzies & the occasional
snake. *So please take care in and around the toilet and under
caravans, cars, and wear stout footwear! Also, winters are very
cold (down to -6), so bring lots of warm clothes & bedding for
an enjoyable weekend
Faaron
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Links and
Resources

Sky charts: https://in-the-sky.org/skymap2.php
44 Closest Stars and How They Compare to Our Sun
Astro Anarchy carries a vast range of accessories, an

Astro Guides
Astronomy Gear

Annual Astronomy &
Science Festivals

expanded range of tubes and mounts and binoculars by the
dozen and offers mail order if you wish. Now online at
astroanarchy.com.au . Phone Mike or Pete 0412 085 224.
Bintel for all your astronomical gadgets. Telephone: (02) 9518 7255,
Fax: (02) 9518 5711. Email: info@bintel.com.au (use coupon code
SAS30 for 10% off ) Street address: 84 Wentworth Park Road Glebe
NSW 2037
Queensland Astrofest held at Lions Camp Duckadang near

Linville is an annual event held over a period of approximately
10 days, usually in late July or early August. Check the link for
details.
Starfest Siding Spring: StarFest is the weekend (October long

weekend each year) extravaganza of events hosted by Siding
Spring Observatory during Festival of the Stars and includes
the popular Bok Lecture, the exciting Science in the Pub and
the full array of Open Day activities that occur on top of
Siding Spring Observatory.
World Science Festival Brisbane is being held in Brisbane 6

years during March. For those interested in other fields of
science as well as astronomy, videos of some of the past
lectures are now available online.
AstroPhotography

Astronomical
Observatories

AstroToaster AstroToaster is a freeware application for

obtaining semi-live views of astronomical images using a
DSLR, CCD (or any camera that can produce static
astronomical images)

Kingaroy Observatory opened for business on 29 June 2015

at the Kingaroy Airport. Contact Jim Barclay on 4164 5595 or
0427 961391.
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Sir Thomas Brisbane Planetarium: located in the Brisbane

Botanic Gardens, Mt Coot-tha. It features entertaining and
informative programs for children and adults.
Mount Stromlo Observatory (MSO) is the headquarters of the

Research School of Astronomy and Astrophysics, located
18km southwest of the centre of Canberra, in the ACT. Tours
and observing nights are available via the website.
Siding Spring Observatory located atop Mt Woorut (~1160m)

27km west of Coonabarabran is Australia's premier optical
and infrared astronomical observatory. Check the website for
tours.
Sydney Observatory Sky Maps and much more
Parkes Radio Telescope - Parkes radio telescope is an icon of

Australian science, and one part of the Australia Telescope
National Facility. Follow the link for more details:
Twinstar Quest house & Observatory at Ballendeen near

Stanthorpe. 28146 New England Highway, Ballandean,
Queensland 4382, Australia
Email: twin-star@bigpond.com Phone: 07 4684 1135
Free/Low Cost Science

BrisScience - presented by the University of Queensland. The

talks are held once a month on a Monday night at the Qld
State Library – The Edge, at Southbank near the Art gallery
and Qld museum. Free entry. Supper provided. See the
website to register.
The Science Nation - Join world leading researchers, gifted

comedians, and professional science communicators as they
battle wits and wittiness to uncover the top science stories.
Venue: The Edge, State Library of Queensland, South
Brisbane. tickets: $10 online, $15 at the door (cash only).
BOSS Supernova Search : Amateur collaboration of

Special Interest

6 friends from Australia and New Zealand who have worked
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together as a group since mid 2008 to search, discover,
record, and report new supernovae in the southern sky.

Is that the truth, or did you
read it in the Event Horizon ?

